
Help Tuk find their

perfect career
Job Search interactive story

Follow the pages to help

Tuk find a great job!



Tuk wants to find a new job that will fit their interests
but there's so many different ones to choose from!

Can you help Tuk find a new job?

This activity will include
closely following the
page numbers in the
bottom right-hand

corner.
 

Each page will pose a
new question, which you
will answer to help Tuk

find their new job.
 

Follow the instructions
after each question to

find what page to go to
next!

PAGE 1



Should Tuk consider a hands
on or a technology based

job?

PAGE 2

Hands on job: Go to page 3 
Technology job: Skip to page 6



Working with customers:
 Go to page 4 

Working alone:
 Skip to page 5

You chose a hands on job for
Tuk! Next, should Tuk
consider a job working
closely with customers?

PAGE 3



FOLLOWING YES PEOPLE PERSON

YES HAIRSTYLIST
NO MECHANIC

You chose working with
customers for Tuk! Finally,

should Tuk consider a job in
a salon or a garage? 

Salon: Skip to page 9
Garage: Skip to page 11

PAGE 4



FOLLOWING NO PEOPLE PERSONFOLLOWING YES PEOPLE PERSON

YES HAIRSTYLIST
NO MECHANIC

You chose working away
from customers for Tuk!

 Finally, should Tuk consider
a job making sweet treats or

making epic buildings? 

PAGE 5

Treats: Skip to page 13
Buildings: Skip to page 15



FOLLOWING TECH BASED

YES: GD OR OHOTO
NO: IT OR ROBOTICS

FOLLOWING YES PEOPLE PERSON

YES HAIRSTYLIST
NO MECHANIC

You chose something tech
based for Tuk! Would you

recommend something
creative design based for

Tuk? 

Yes creative design: Go to page 7
No: Skip to page 8

PAGE 6



FOLLOWING TECH BASED

YES: GD OR OHOTO
NO: IT OR ROBOTICS

FOLLOWING YES PEOPLE PERSON

YES HAIRSTYLIST
NO MECHANIC

You chose something in
creative design for Tuk!
Would you recommend

something inside or outside?

Outside Skip to page 17
Inside: Skip to page 20

PAGE 7



FOLLOWING NOT Design BASED

WOULD YOU WORK WITH ROBOTS?

FOLLOWING TECH BASED

YES: GD OR OHOTO
NO: IT OR ROBOTICS

FOLLOWING YES PEOPLE PERSON

YES HAIRSTYLIST
NO MECHANIC

You chose something not
involving design for Tuk!

Finally, would you
recommend something
working with robots?

Yes Robots: Skip to page 21
No Robots: Skip to page 23

PAGE 8



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a career in
hairstyling would mean for Tuk!

If you want to try again and give Tuk a new job
return to page one!

PAGE 9



Hairstyling
Hairstylists work

closely with
customers, making
sure their hair gets
cut and coloured
exactly how they

want it!
 

You'll find hair
stylists working in

barber shops or
salons!

PAGE 10



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a
career as a mechanic would mean for Tuk!

If you want to try again and give Tuk a new
job return to page one!

PAGE 11



Mechanics
Mechanics work on
and repair cars and
other vehicles, to

ensure that they are
able to safely drive

on the roads.
 

You'll find mechanics
working in repair
shops or garages!

PAGE 12



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a
career in baking would mean for Tuk!

If you want to try again and give Tuk a new
job return to page one! PAGE 13



Baking
Bakers work to make
sweet treats such as
pies, cookies, bread,

cakes, and many
other super yummy

treats!
 

You'll find bakers
working in a bakery

or a kitchen!

PAGE 14



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a
career in construction would mean for Tuk!
If you want to try again and give Tuk a new

job return to page one!
PAGE 15



Construction
Construction workers
work on constructing

structures such as
buildings, which we
use every day and
even skyscrapers!

 

You'll find
construction workers
on construction sites

building!

PAGE 16



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a
career in photography would mean for Tuk!
If you want to try again and give Tuk a new

job return to page one!
PAGE 17



Photography
Photographers work

in all sorts of
different spaces

taking pictures to
capture memories

wherever they may
be!

 

You can find a
photographer taking
pictures pretty much

anywhere!

PAGE 18



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a
career in graphic design would mean for Tuk!
If you want to try again and give Tuk a new

job return to page one!
PAGE 19



Graphic design

Graphic designers
work to design logos,
advertisements, and
designs that we see
everywhere daily!

You'll find graphic
designers working on

their computers or
tablets!

PAGE 20



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a
career in Robotics would mean for Tuk!

If you want to try again and give Tuk a new
job return to page one!

PAGE 21



Robotics
Those who work in
robotics work on
creating machines

that can help humans
perform everyday
activities! Working
with robots is super

cool!
 

Robotic engineers can
be found working in

labs or manufacturing
plants.

 

PAGE 22



You helped Tuk choose a career in... 

Flip to the next page to find out what a career
in IT Networking would mean for Tuk!

If you want to try again and give Tuk a new
job return to page one!

PAGE 23



IT Networking
Those who excel in IT
networking are great
with technology and
help us understand

how to better
communicate through

computers.

You'll find those who
excel at IT

Networking behind
their computer!

PAGE 24


